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RISE Fire Research

• Norwegian fire resource centre, 
located in Trondheim, est. 1934

• Accredited test lab and inspection body

• Owners 70% RISE, 30% SINTEF

• Centre director of FRIC – Fire 
Research and Innovation Centre
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before today… 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will present the sola fire:Incident descriptionMitigation effortsFire protective measures Environmental impactsFire safety design and building regulations
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STAVANGER AIRPORT, SOLA

Stavanger airport is located 15 
km South-West of Stavanger.

International airport.

Heliport for transportation to 
and from offshore platforms.

82 000 arrivals/departures (2011)

4.1 million passengers (2011)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three steps of buildings progress. The fire started in building step B. Parts of building C collapsed. Wind direction from south towards north. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parts of building step c collapsed during the fire. Special situation, since the prime minister was there this day.Airport closed for about 1 day: the reason was that the fire brigade at the airport helped the local fire brigade with extinguishing. 
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Mitigation effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These figures are based on the event logg that was made by Rogaland fire and rescue service. 
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Mitigation effort

Wind: 11 – 19 m/s wind during fire.
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Extent of damage, fire spread pattern

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black X marks fire start�Green is seemingly undamaged vehiclesPink marks damage to construction Pink X marks collapse of buildingWind direction is given Can clearly see fire spread pattern as «fire fan»
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Mitigation effort: vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total number of vehicles involved in the fire: Numbers vary, but approximated to a few hundred. Based on the availability of electric vehicles and hydrid vehicles in Norway, and that those driving to an airport is expected to represent a slightly higher amount of newer vehicles, it is expected that there are dozens of electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles involved in the fire. 
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Fuel tank leakages
Foam vs water

Photos: Nordic Unmanned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• What caused the fire to spread so rapidly? Foam vs water: During the fire, it was decided to change extinguishing tactics from using water to using foams. It is not logged when this decision was made. Several of the vehicles in the parking facility had a melting of their fuel tanks, giving leakages, and spilling and running of fuel. The offgassing from these leakages ignited fires in new areas. By using foams as extinguishing measure, a “lid” was made on top of the fuel, removing the offgasing. The evaluation suggests that foam perhaps should have been considered at an earlier stage. (however, foam has poorer ability to be trown than water). Avinor and the fire brigade utilized the wind to apply foam. Good effect on extinguishing the fire, and eliminating the problem, and first when foam was started used: gradually begin to take down the fire. 
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Electric vehicles:
- Impact on the fire 

- Further technical studies

Mitigation effort: vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-How did the EVs contribute to the fire spread compared to an internal combustion engine vehicles? Electric vehicles, impact on the fire: Observations during the fire indicate that electric vehicles did not contribute to the fire development beyond what is expected from conventional vehicles. This is based on visual observations from the fire brigade. Further technical studies of the batteries from the burned electric and hybrid vehicles are necessary to evaluate whether batteries from electric vehicles were involved in the fire. (study not carried out (yet) due to lack of funding)



Handling early phase
• Challenging starting conditions for the fire service:

– No direct alarm to the alarm central. 8 minutes 
before alarm central notified

– No active fire safety measures (e.g. 
extinguishing system)

– Handheld extinguishers were not used during 
the initial phase of the vehicle fire

• Lacking incident action plan for the specific object:

– Challenging access for large vehicles

– Challenging to find the fire hydrants; 
connected to private system

– Long distance to the fire within the building
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Foto: krimteknisk Sør-Vest Politidistrikt, hentet fra Rogaland Brann og redning, Evaluering av 
brann i parkeringshus, Stavanger Lufthavn Sola ver1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Which fire protective measures were in place, and what were their effect?     -Could other fire protective measures have led in a different outcome? The beginning of the effort was challenging due to long distance to the fire. Smoke divers entered with a regular length hose of 50 meters. However the distance to the fire was 60 meters. They lost time when having to og back to the outside of the building, depressurize the hose and lengthen the hose by 25 meters. Fire hydrants: connected to a private water system and therfor not automatically in the locationing system of the fire service. Manglende innsatsplan for dette objektet: ledet til unødvendig tidsbruk på dettehttps://www.rogbr.no/Rapporter%20og%20utredninger/Evaluering%20av%20brann%20i%20parkeringshus%20Stavanger%20lufthavn%20Sola%207_1_20.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Environmental impact, extinguishing foam:During the incident, a lot of extinguishing foam was used, but this led to a limited environmental impact. The extinguishing foam was found not to add substantial amounts of PFAS during the extinguishing efforts. Analyses conducted by COWI still show PFAS content in all water samples, which is linked to previous emissions.Oxygen depletion as a result of release of extinguishing foam is considered to have led to local toxic effects on the aquatic environment, but not a general negative effect on the sea life in Solavika. There is a need for stronger awareness of, and focus on the use of, extinguishing foams and logging of the amount of foam used. Here one may learn from Sweden.Environmental impact, smoke: Smoke from the fire was mainly not driven in the direction of the terminal buildings, and during the first period only in the direction of areas with low population density. The fire smoke affected the evacuation of a nearby hotel. Eventually, the wind turned in the direction of areas with higher population density, and a population warning was sent out. Based on few health consultations (11 at the emergency room and 2 in hospital), as well as the municipality’s assessment of the incident, it is assumed that the fire smoke had limited health consequences for neighbours. The smoke content has not been analyzed.



Environmental impacts –
electrical vehicles

• Water analyses of selected metals relevant for batteries in electric 
vehicles did not show any lithium, and only low concentrations of 
cobalt. 

• This indicates that batteries in electric vehicles did not contribute to 
pollution of nearby water resources. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electric vehicles: Water analyses of selected metals relevant for batteries in electric vehicles did not show any lithium, and only low concentrations of cobalt. This indicates that batteries in electric vehicles did not contribute to pollution of nearby water resources. 



Fire safety design and 
Norwegian building regulations
• Norway has performance-based building 

regulations.

• Parking garages with more than one floor is placed 
in risk class 2 (of 6)

• Fire class 1-4

– This building was placed in Fire class 3

– Regulations: Fire class 4 if particularly large 
fire consequence for life, health, environment 
or society (incl infrastructure - airports)

RISE — Research Institutes of Sweden17

The Planning and Building Act

Buildling code (TEK)

Guidance to TEK (VTEK)

Standard Standard Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk classes: A planned building is placed in a risk class according to the threat a fire poses on life and property.Buildings are primarily placed in risk classes according to a predefined list. Secondarily according to parameters related to the use of the building.Parking garages with more than one floor is placed in risk class 2. �Fire class placement has been a discussion point in Norway after this fire. 



A
1991

Building
regulation 87

B
2001

TEK 97

C
2014

TEK 10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different parts of the parking garages were built according to different regultations. [les figur]We have focused on building step B and C, since A was not affected by the fire. Changes in the regulations have caused confusion..?
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Different 
construction, 
despite
same/similar fire 
safety design

Building step CBuilding step B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting that building step B and C has more or less identical fire safety design, but is built differently. Should avoid uncritical reuse of content from older fire engineering concepts



Loadbearing capacities
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• Pre-accepted performance level for the main loadbearing system 
was R 90.

• For some circumstances, the performance level may 
be reduced to R 15.

– Unapplicable for the Sola case

• Fire strategy deviated from pre-accepted performance: R 10.



Sectioning

Specific fire 
load MJ/m2

Maximum area per floor (m2) without sectioning

Normally With fire 
alarm

With 
sprinkler

With smoke 
ventilation

Over 400 800 1 200 5 000 Unsuitable

50-400 1 200 1 800 10 000 4 000

Under 50 1 800 2 700 Unlimited 10 000
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Giventhe specific fire load as given by the fire safety design andthe smoke ventilation: with the degree of wall openings in this casewe find that the maximum…



A
4 700 m2

B
7 800 m2

C
6 000 m2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The actual floor area without sectioning for each building is larger than this, and for the total area of the building is in fact much larger



Conclusions and learning points: 
Fire safety design
• The fire design has shortcomings, wrt loadbearing capacities, sectioning (evt extinguishing systems)

• Holistic safety philosophy is important

• Should avoid uncritical reuse of content from older fire engineering concepts

• Regulations regading wall openings need to be revised, and there is a need for an evaluation of how the degree of  and geometry of 
openings affect the fire development

• The consequences for adajacent infrastructure and buildings should be considered

• The multi-storey car park should have been placed in Fire class 4 (“brannklasse 4”), since it was adjacent to important infrastructure for 
society

• When regulation changes are made, the changes should be emphasized
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helhetlig sikkerhetsfilosofi:P-husets størrelse brukes som argument for brannvarslingsanlegg, samtidig argumenteres det for at en brann ikke vil spre seg til andre biler for å redusere bæreevne.Motstående argumentasjon = manglende helhetlig tankegang.



Conclusions and learning points: 
Other aspects

• Learning points from the fire fighting efforts are identified

• Electric vehicles: Observations during the fire indicate that electric 

vehicles did not contribute to the fire development beyond what is 

expected from conventional vehicles.

• Limited environmental impact from the fire: extinguishing foam and 

smoke
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RISE Fire Research AS · post@risefr.no · risefr.no

Thank you!

Karolina Storesund

Christian Sesseng

Andreas S. Bøe

Ragni Fjellgaard Mikalsen

ragni.mikalsen@risefr.no
@ragniragniragni
(+47) 99 69 31 21

https://risefr.com/publications

This presentation is a part of FRIC Project 1-2 Learning from fire investigations.
FRIC is funded by the Research Council of Norway, program BRANNSIKKERHET, project number 294649, as well as by industry partners and authorities. 
The project is coordinated by RISE Fire Research in Trondheim, Norway.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full report: �RISE-report 2020:43 (Norwegian):�https://risefr.no/media/publikasjoner/upload/2020/rise-rapport-2020-43-evalueringbrannparkeringshusstavangerlufthavnsola.pdfRISE-report 2020:91 (English): https://risefr.com/media/publikasjoner/upload/2020/rise-report-2020-91-evaluation-of-fire-in-stavanger-airport-cark-park-7-january-2 
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